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Busan New Portis a port built in the regions of Gangseo-gu, Busan and Jinhae-gu, Changwon
City, equipped with a large-scale logistics complex and a seamless inland transportation
system.
It is expected that high value-added logistics activities will be activated at Busan New Port,
and that Busan New Port will realize "The Global Hub for Internatial Business and Logistics"
by attracting outstanding domestic and foreign logistics·manufacturing companies that new
through-put of freight.
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Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority,
Free Economic Zone Performance Evaluation

Grade

Recognized
as Top Free
Economic
Zone in Korea

Leap as a global
2019 Free Economic Zone
hub to compete
Performance Evaluation S
with outstanding
Grade by Ministry of Trade,
foreign special
Industry and Energy

zones

Restructuring of organizational systems by function
Re-establishment of regional organizations into a functional business
organization to pave the way for re-emergence of the Free Economic Zone
Authority

Presentation of a Leading Model Innovation Growth
Establishment of the only innovative growth-dedicated department among the
9 Free Economic Zones in Korea
Discovery of 30 Innovation Projects
Presentation of leading models for innovative growth, such as innovative
growth research service

Achievement of superior investment attraction
Achievement of USD 271 million in 2020
Attraction of multinational corporations such as Access World
Attraction of investment from Microsoft (MS)

Construction of Integrated logistics Infrastructure System
Construction of foundation for high value-added logistics industries such as
e-commerce through the completion of Dudong district

Creation of an eco-friendly electric vehicle cluster
Creation of an eco-friendly electric vehicle cluster in the international industrial
logistics district to secure the competitiveness of core industries
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Intro

BJFEZ Greeting

Greetings
Located in the center of Northeast Asia, the Busan
Jinhae Free Economic Zone is the core area of
Triport, which seeks the best business environment.
BJFEZ is a combination of local governments in
Busan and Gyeongsangnam-do. It is doing its best
to promote foreign investment and to revitalize the
local economy through the combined development of
industry, commerce, logistics, and housing.
In particular, last year, despite the unprecedented difficulties of Covid 19, it greatly exceeded the
goal of attracting foreign investment and received the highest grade of S in the 2020 Free Economic
Zone Evaluation. This was possible due to the high points received from the Industry and Erergy,
emphasizing policies such as innovative strategies and establishing a system that facilitates the
eﬃcient promotion of duties.
In the future, BJFEZ will not be satisfied with the fact that it has the world's sixth-largest volume
of goods transported, and that it is the second-largest port of transshipment. Instead, it will make
continuous efforts to take a step further by expanding the Free Economic Zone for Gadeok New
Airport and Jinhae New Port and promoting Busan-Gyeongnam cooperative projects as the megacity
of the southeastern region.
We are now facing the unprecedented reality caused by Covid 19.
In the 2021 New Year,
I will take solid steps, although we are facing a rough economic situation.
I will make eﬀorts to create the world's best smart logistics hub
by leading the wind of change in the Free Economic Zone.

Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority Commissioner

Ha Sung-cheol

● The Korean market is one of the world's top 10 domestic markets, making it the most ideal test market for new technologies and new products.

Intro
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BJFEZ News
BJFEZ Participation in the Korea International Machinery Expo
BJFEZ participated in the "13th Korea International Machinery Expo (KIMEX 2020)"
held at the Changwon Convention Center(CECO) from July 21 to 24, 2020, and
conducted promotional activities to discover potential investment companies and
support tenant companies. "KIMEX 2020" was hosted by Gyeongsangnam-do and
Changwon City, organized by the Korea Machinery Industry Promotion Association,
and more than 500 booths from 170 companies, 15 countries participated. BJFEZ
proceeded on-site counseling programs to introduce its excellence in investment
position in machinery parts and high-tech manufacturing, promote excellent
domestic and foreign companies in BJFEZ, and actively arrange B2B matching
activities between exhibitors and tenant companies.

Post-Covid BJFEZ Investment Promotion Strategic Report Conference
On September 10, 2020, BJFEZ held a post-covid strategic report conference in
the conference room in BJFEZ building to actively cope with the shrinking global
economic activity and the restructuring of industries triggered by Covid 19. The
strategic report adopted a strategy to transform the investment attraction industry
into a digital industry frame and create a sustainable investment environment. To
this end, BJFEZ decided to establish a sensor industry · electric vehicle-related
cluster, and a smart logistics ecosystem. As the organization of industry-academic
association, it decided to dig out corporate support programs.

Participation and donation of Ha Sung-cheol, Commissioner of the Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone
Authority, in the ‘Stay Strong’ Campaign
BJFEZ participated in the ‘Stay Strong’ campaign, which supports the overcoming
of Covid-19 and its early culmination. Ha Sung-cheol, the commissioner, said,
"Although the global economy is likely to contract due to Covid 19, we were able
to achieve the Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority's goal of foreign direct
investment (USD 200 million) this year by strengthening untact investment attraction
activities."

Selection of BJFEZ as Family-Friendly Certiﬁcation Organization
BJFEZ was selected as a family-friendly certification organization certified by the Ministry of Gender
Equality and Family on December 1, 2020. The family-friendly certification system is a system
that selects and certifies companies and public institutions that model the family-friendly system
to support the compatibility of employees' work and family. For work · family compatibility, BJFEZ
operates ‘Family Love Day,’ which promotes getting off work on-time every Wednesday, ‘Childcare
Leave System,’ ‘Family-Friendly Workplace Education,’ ‘Family Care Vacation,’ and other familyfriendly programs such as ‘Family Photo Contest.’
BJFEZ
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Intro

Focus Ⅰ

Full-scale promotion of the Bobae integrated district after 20 years of waiting
- Resolution on an original draft of the 119th Free Economic Zone Committee on 4 November, 2020.
- Expectations on excellent development models for innovation in local industries linked to R&D

● Business Overview
Name: Bobae integrated District

Range: San 224, Du-dong, Jinhae-gu, Changwon city
( 801,515㎡ )

Method: Private development method
(Bobae Industry Co., Ltd.)

Total project cost: KRW 247.1 billion

● Development Concept

Development Strategies of
Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone
Constitution of regional-based
specialized industrial cluster
Development of ICT industry's research and
production technology-intensive foothold
Active response to insufficient
supply of industrial land

Location conditions
• Core Mecca of Korean material
parts and Changwon·Busan
mechanical industries
• World's leading logistics network hub

Smart Factory Completion

Industrial Cluster Deployment
• Cluster construction by fostering
regional-based specialized
industries
Dynamic &
Eco Driven
Park

• Demand-based consumer-linked
production method
• Completion of the smart factory by
creating a manufacturing ecosystem

R&D Cooperation
•D
 evelopment of technology
and human resources training
through R&D Cooperation

● Land use plan
- Creation of a complex district that combines industrial and research functions
- Creating industrial facilities for new growth engines
- Improvement of technology and strengthening corporate competitiveness through R&D linkage development

● If you see BJFEZ, you can see the world!

Intro
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● Expected effect
It will be possible to realize BJFEZ's high value-added complex logistics and high-tech industries-oriented goals. A foundation
for R&D revitalization will be established for convergence and combination of high-tech industries and research. It will be
possible to develop available sites to secure future growth engines in Free Economic Zones and the Changwon area.
Besides, it will help normalize the long-delayed development zone and resolve complaints from residents. It can also be
expected to revitalize the local economy, by its production inducement effects and job creation in industrial employment crisis
areas. The construction of the Bobae complex district is expected to induce KRW 554.1 billion in production and 3534 jobs. In
comparison, the creation of industrial facilities is expected to generate KRW 160.4 billion in annual output and 557 jobs.

● Development plan
By reflecting the actual demand, the R&D site will be reduced from 172,000㎡ to 90,000㎡, and 235,000㎡ will be added to
the industrial site. The site is to develop a district that combines R&D and industry, expand the area of public facilities such
as roads, parks, and green areas, and plan additional public work facility sites such as public library and kindergarten. This
was a change in the land-use plan to secure publicity, and the project cost for development will be KRW 247.1 billion.
This change in the development plan has allowed the development of Bobae integrateddistrict that has been delayed
for more than 20 years since the
construction of Dong-A University
campus in 1997, which has
Site for business
Kindergarten Park
(public)
undermined the revitalization of the
Free Economic Zone and violated
Research
residents' property rights due to the
Research
delay.
Parking lot
Research

Commissioner Ha Sung-cheol said,
“The development plan, which
combines R&D and industry, is also
in line with the top Free Economic
Zone plan of innovative growth and
fostering high-tech and core strategic
industries. It would be an excellent
development model that contributes
to regional R&D and industrial
capabilities and provides an R&D
foundation to local companies.”
The Bobae integrated district, which
has been approved for this plan
alteration will launch a full-fledged
project in the second half of 2021
with the aim of completing the project
in 2023 after implementing various
impact assessments and alterating
its implementation plan following the
development plan.

Parking lot

Reservoir
Park

Research

Business
Industrial

Parking lot
Business

Industrial
Industrial

Industrial

Classification

Parking lot

Target site
Industrial
Pressurization

Site for educational research facilities
Research facilities
Kindergarten
Site for business (public) facilities
Business facility land

Industrial

Industrial facility land

Drainage
Park

Reservoir

Parking lot

Drainage
Pressurization

Industrial

Park
Green
Parking lot
Road

BJFEZ
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Intro

Focus Ⅱ

Dongbaek Ilteo Cleaning (Communal Laundry) Opened
- Busan's first and nation’s largest joint laundry facility for work clothes located in Mieum, Gangseo-gu.
- Contributes to the resolution of workers' difficulties due to contaminated work clothes, etc.
- Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority actively resolves Legal problems such as various regulations, etc.

On November 27, Dongbaek Ilteo Cleaning (Communal Laundry) opened in the Mieum Industrial Complex Shipbuilding & Marine
Materials Cooperation Complex in Gangseo-gu to increase its benefits and improve the welfare of workers of enterprises moving
into the industrial complex, which is centered on the west Busan area.
The Dongbaek Ilteo Cleaning, organized by the Busan Shipbuilding & Marine Equipment Industry Cooperative, is a government joint
public offering of the Ministry of Employment and Labor's industrial complex environmental improvement project in 2020 to collect
dirty work clothes of tenant company workers and help them ease the burden of laundry costs. Dongbaek Ilteo Cleaning, in which
the Ministry of Employment and Labor, Busan Metropolitan City, and BJFEZ are involved as support organizations, is expected to
improve tenant companies' working environment to increase worker benefits and improve welfare. The cleaning would enhance
corporate work efficiency and productivity and create additional jobs for joint laundry operations.

•Available to :

Tenant companies around industrial complexes of western Busan area (Company-level applications are available)

•Laundry collection · delivery cycle and method

1~2 times a week per company (interval of 3~4 days, adjustable according to quantity)
Categorization

Cooperation required from user companies

Collection

Collection of pre-volumed supplies on designated day and time
Individual distribution per company on the specified day after
laundry is completed

Delivery

Remark
Individual code assignment
Individual pockets used

•Washing costs
Category
Spring and autumn work clothes
(top and bottom 1 set)
Winter work clothes (top and bottom 1 set)
Special clothes
(in-depth contamination such as welding)

Price

Remark

KRW 500 In the case of high-density special contaminants, complete

washing may be difficult. However, we will do our best to
wash them with the latest laundry method (using special
KRW 1,000 products).

※Laundry fee: KRW 500 to KRW 1,000 / piece of clothes (separate VAT, the minimum beneficiary burden for operation)

•Inquiries and Reception desk
Kim Young-hee, manager of Busan Gangseo-gu Regional Self-help Center (T.+82-51-973-6998 F.+82-51-973-6997)
Kim Jung-soo, deputy of Busan Shipbuilding & Marine Equipment Industry Cooperative (T.+82-51-831-5100 F.+82-51-831-5104)

● The Korean market is one of the world's top 10 domestic markets, making it the most ideal test market for new technologies and new products.
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2020 BJFEZ Architectural Design Award
The Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority selected the 2020 『BJFEZ Architectural Design Award
Building』 through the 2020 『BJFEZ Architectural Design Award』 contest to improve the urban beauty of the
Free Economic Zone, enhance the status of architects and realize the public value of buildings. The symbolic
buildings representing the Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone (three ﬁelds: industrial, commercial · business,
and nightscape) were judged by various standards, including artistry, public nature, and eco-friendliness.

Industrial Field
Grand
prize

Name of work: Blast furnace-Taesang factory
Location: 1200 Gurang-dong,
Gangseo-gu, Busan
Architect: Kim Jong-seok, Chungbo Architects

Industrial Field
Excellence
Award

Name of work: Shinhan Steel Plant Co., Ltd.
Location: 1911-10 Beombang-dong,
Gangseo-gu, Busan
Architect: Ilshin Architects & Engineers Co., Ltd.

Commercial & Business Field

Nightscape

Grand
prize

Grand
prize

Name of work: Silla Stay Seobusan
Location: 3595-1 Myeongji-dong,
Gangseo-gu, Busan
Architect: Dongil Architects & Engineers Co., Ltd.

Name of work: Myeongji POSCO
Location: 3594 Myeongji-dong,
Gangseo-gu, Busan
Architect: Dongil Architects & Engineers Co., Ltd.

Commercial & Business Field
Excellence
Award

Name of work: Best Louis Hamilton Hotel
Location: 1899-5 Beombang-dong,
Gangseo-gu, Busan
Architect: Jeong Un-hwa, DNA Architects &
Urban Designers

Nightscape
Excellence
Award

Name of work: Ciel Ocean Hotel
Location: 3592-9 Myeongji-dong,
Gangseo-gu, Busan
Architect: Hwang Tae-chul, Min Engineering
Architecture Firm
BJFEZ
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BJFEZ Development Projects
Legend
City boundary
Individual district system
Arterial road
Access road
Connecting road
New port hinterland road
New port hinterland railroad

Classification
Transportation

New Port #2 hinterland road
New Port - Jinrye JC, 15.3km

District Size and Function
New Port Area

Classification Business district

Main function

Road between Seokdong - Sosa
L=7,031m, B=20m

Area (1,000㎡) 1,000 pyeong

Subtotal
New Port Hinterland (North)

Logistics • Distribution

New Port District

Changwon City

Complex Logistics

Myeongji area

Subtotal
Sinho district

High-tech Production

Myeongji district

International business

Hwajeon district

High-tech Production

Jisa Area

High-tech production

Mieum district

High-tech production

Songjeong district

International business

Myeongdong district

High-tech production

Saenggok district

High-tech production
Complex logistics
High-tech production

International industrial logistics district

Subtotal

Ungdong area

Ungdong district

Leisure • Recreation

Macheon
Bobae district
Namyang district industrial district
Yongwon
Namyang district access road Dudong district access road
L=600m, B=25m
L=520m, B=20m
district

Nammoon district

High-tech production • Housing
Industry (Logistics)

Wasung district

High-tech logistics

Macheon industrial district

High-tech production

Subtotal
Dudong district

High-tech logistics

Bobae district

High-tech, R&D

Moonhwa district

etc

Yongwon leisure district

Leisure • Recreation

Wasung district

Ungcheon
Namsan district

Ungdong district access road
L=1,050m, B=35m

Road between

L=7.4km,

L=340m, B=35m

Ungdong district north arterial road

Ungcheon Namsan district

Ungdong

Nammoon district access road

(District 2)

High-tech production

Nammoon complex

L=3,590m, B=20~35m

L=0.7km, B=35m

Logistics • Distribution

1

Nammoon district arterial road

(District 1)

Namyang district

L=3.190m, B=20~34m

Moonhwa district

Westbusan distribution district Logistics • Distribution
Busan Science Industrial Complex

Road between Uigok intersection Busan Science Industrial Complex

Dudong district

Subtotal

Dudong Area

Dudong

New Port Hinterland (South) Logistics • Distribution

Ungdong district 1
(Leisure • Recreation)

Road between New Port hinterland
(North) - Yongwon
L=400m, B=30m

Ungdong district 2
(Logistics • Distribution)

5

New Port hinterland
(North)

Ungdong
district

North container
(13 berths)

West c
ontainer wharf
(8 berths)

Jinhae New Port
(21 berths)

New Port
South container wharf (13 berths)

Total

New Port hinterland
(South)

District Development Projects
Completed projects (13 districts)
Sinho district, Busan Science Industrial Complex, Namyang district, Hwajeon district,
Westbusan distribution district, New Port hinterland (North), Nammoon district,
Saenggok district, Mieum district, Yongwon leisure district, Macheon Industrial district,
Dudong district, International industrial logistics complex

23

districts in total

Busan-Jinhae Free Economic
Zone Development Project Plan

26,618,000㎡

52%

As of January 2020

Development plan change and
implementation plan in progress (3 districts)
Ungcheon·Namsan district, Waseong district, Songjeong district

22,235,000㎡

44%

2,215,000㎡

4%

Construction in progress Moonhwa district, Myeongji district, Bobae research district,
Myeongdong district, Ungdong district, New Port hinterland (South),
(7 districts)
New Port district

● The Korean market is one of the world's top 10 domestic markets, making it the most ideal test market for new technologies and new products.

Westbusan distribution district access road

New Port #1 hinterland road

L=1,100m, B=50~53m

Gadeok - Chojeong, 22.9km

Mieum district arterial road

Westbusan distribution district arterial road

L=3,712m, B=30~37m

2 Busan Science

L=3,175, B=25~35m

International industrial
logistics district
Mieum district access road

Industrial Complex
Myeongdong
district
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Busan City

L=1,186km, B=20~40m

Saenggok district

Jisa

3

Saenggok district arterial road

International industrial
logistics district

Leisure

L=1,530m, B=25.5~28m

L=720m, B=20m

Mieum district
International industrial
logistics district

North access road to BJFEZ

Myeongji district arterial road
L=5.4km, B=27~34m

Songjeong district
Hwajeon-gu arterial road

Sosa - Noksan

L=2,928, B=30m

, B=20m)

Hwajeon district

Myeongji

4

Myeongji-gu access road

Myeongji district

underpass L=700m, B=21
Access road L=67m, B=34m

Sinho district

Eulsukdo Bridge

L=5,205m, B=25.5~35m

● Free Economic Zone Authority (BJFEZA)

Legend (█Foreign Investment Area)

wharf

district

Available area(㎡)

① Nammoon district

East Multipurpose Wharf (1 berth)

30,790(9,313Pyeong)

② Busan Science Industrial Complex
③ Mieum district

58,540(17,709Pyeong)
168,013(50,913Pyeong)

④ Myeongji district

288,607(225,702Pyeong)

⑤ Ungdong district

431,190(130,663Pyeong)

Infrastructure Expansion Projects

Under
construction

Completed
projects

Road between Seokdong - Sosa, Ungdong district access road, Dudong district access road,
BJFEZ north access road, Ungdong district north arterial road,
Myeongji district phase 2 arterial road extension

6

Eulsuk Bridge construction, Hwajeon district arterial road, Namyang district access road, westbusan distribution district
access road, westbusan distribution district arterial road, Uigok - Science Industrial Complex road, Saenggok district arterial
road, Mieum district arterial road, Nammoon district access road, Nammoon district arterial road, Mieum district access
road, Shinhak North - Yongwon road, Myeongji district access road, Myeongji district arterial road, Sosa - Noksan road

BJFEZ
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Best BJFEZ

Mieum District, Hub for New Digital-Based
Convergence Industries
- Mieum district, Hub for building innovative ecosystems
- Creation of R&D and high-tech industries complex
- Creation of sensor industry cluster
- Activation of investment attraction of major electric vehicle parts companies

BJFEZ is making efforts to build an innovative ecosystem to lead the future growth of Korea. What does it mean to build an
innovative ecosystem? It implies creating an economic environment in which the interaction of the subjects of creative activities,
such as companies and institutions, proceeds smoothly. The district plays a crucial role in improving various systems and policies.
BJFEZ plans to foster free economic zones as a hub for innovative ecosystems so that innovative resources in Busan and
Gyeongnam area can interact with companies operating in Free Economic Zones. Busan's Mieum district is the leading hub of this
innovative ecosystem.
The Mieum district, which is designed as a high-tech industry and R&D complex, is located on a 3,549,000㎡ site as a regional
hub for high-tech manufacturing industries such as metal processing, new material industry, mechatronics, electronics, information
industry and energy, and already has 390 companies. Renault Samsung Motors, its partners, and Corens EM, all located
in nearby industrial complexes, make up the value chain of the automotive internal combustion engine and electric vehicle
industry. Many domestic and foreign companies with advanced shipbuilding and marine industries such as Panasia, Burckhardt
Compression and Geislinger are also moving into the Mieum district. In addition, Microsoft has established a global data center
following the data center of LG CNS and BNK Busan Bank, making it a key hub for the next-generation cloud industry.
In addition to manufacturing companies, many research institutes are located in the Mieum district, including the Korea Institute of
Machinery, Small and Medium Shipbuilding Research Institute, the Korea Institute of Production Technology, and Korea Institute
of Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering. The Mieum Campus of Korea Maritime University, the R&D Special Zone Promotion
Foundation, and Busan Techno Park serve as support institutions.

● The Korean market is one of the world's top 10 domestic markets, making it the most ideal test market for new technologies and new products.
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Currently, the Mieum Foreign Investment Zone, which houses seven foreign investment companies (6 European companies,
1 Japanese company), has the physical environment suitable to be the base of the new growth engine industry, and currently
has 13 remaining land (approximately 165,289m²). It is the No. 1 candidate for the high-tech industrial investment area recently
announced by the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, and aims to be the 「Digital-based convergence new industrial hub」 in
the Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone.
The Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone is at a moment where it needs to find new growth engines due to the accelerated
transition into the digital economy, triggered by Covid 19 and the decline of the shipbuilding, auto parts and machinery industries.

Jangyu-myeon

Busan Gyeongnam Racing Park

Pungsang mountain

▲ LG CNS

These used to be the leading industries in the
southeastern industrial belt. Thus, in the coming days, it
is necessary to attract new domestic and foreign growth
companies with future high-tech technologies in order to
build a new convergence industry ecosystem based on
digital technology.

Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone Development Plan
Mieum district
Land use plan

Multi-family housing

Green

River

Single-family housing

Religious land

Gas station

Commercial land

Supply treatment facilities

Parking area

Industrial facilities

Public land

Basin

Support facilities

Public buildings

Agricultural infrastructure

Park

School

Railroad

With efficient and competitive sites, the Mieum Foreign
Investment Area plans to create a sensor industry cluster such as a smart factory and smart city. This is essential for digital
industry transformation in connection with attracting investment from new growth companies based on digital technology. The
area is planning to attract sensor manufacturers, IT technology companies, and companies with modularization processes based
on state-of-the-art surface coating technology in the sensor industry cluster. The target foreign companies to attract investment
from are NXP (Dutch), Infineon (Germany), Valeo (France), and Velodyne (USA), while domestic companies are Mando, Hyundai
Mobis, and Truwin.
In addition, the electric vehicle market is expanding due to increased demand for eco-friendly vehicles, and it plans to boost
investment in key electric vehicle parts companies in connection with Renault's production of Twizy ultra-small electric vehicles
and investment in CorensEM in nearby areas. Bosch (Germany), ZF (Germany), MAGNA (Canada), Hitachi Automotive System
(Japan), Akasol AG (Germany), and domestic target companies are LG Innotek, Hyundai Mobis, LG Industrial, and LS Mtron.

BJFEZ
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Special BJFEZ

Success
Story Ⅰ
Necessary GVT for power supply
First domestic production, supply
Environmental GVT R&D completed
Export to the world

Kunitsu Koji

Tokodakaoka Korea (Co., Ltd.) is a joint venture between foreign companies
to manufacture gas voltage transformers (GVT) in Korea. It was founded
to manufacture GVT for Gas Insulated Switchgear (GIS) and sell them to
Korean heavy electronics manufacturers. It was established on June 23, 2017
in Nammun-dong, Jinhae-gu, Changwon, as a new joint venture between
Tokodakaoka (Co., Ltd.) of Japan and Chungtop Industry (Co., Ltd.) of Korea.
GVT has entirely relied on imports. However, by localizing GVT for the first
time in Korea through the capital participation and technology introduction of
Tokodakaoka (Co., Ltd.), Japan, the competitiveness of customers (the domestic
heavy electricity manufacturers) to export their products overseas have been
strengthened. Also, the company is making efforts to continuously develop
technologies to contribute to the improvement of the domestic electricity industry
through high-quality electricity supply.

Han Ho-seok

Representative Name: Kunitsu Koji/Han Ho-seok
Industry: Manufacture, wholesale, and retail of gas
voltage transformers
Date of establishment: June 23, 2017
Address: Ungcheondong-ro, 43rd gil 81,
Jinhae-gu, Changwon

GVT is a gas voltage transformer that monitors the instrumentation and
protective power of the Gas Insulated Switchgear (GIS) in the ultra-highpressure substation for power supply. High-pressure GISs ranging from 55 kV to
500 kV can cause serious problems, such as wide-area power outages, when
the various protective devices installed in large substations malfunction, or when
accidents happen. Thus, high-quality reliability is required. Therefore, GVT is
a significant device among the substation facilities that require the best design
technology, manufacturing know-how, and abundant operation performance.
It is widely used in various substations, power plants, and railway substations
of Korea Electric Power Corporation. It is also an indispensable part of GIS's
overseas export, on which domestic heavy electric device companies have
global competitiveness, and is being exported to all parts of the world.
CEO Han Ho-seok said, ‘With a technology partnership with Tokodakaoka (Co.,
Ltd.) of Japan, one of the world's leading high-pressure GVT manufacturers,
we will produce and supply cutting-edge technologies with the identical design,
development technology, and production and test facilities.’
TThere are only three global manufacturers that produce and sell highpressure GVTs with 132kV or higher. Tokodakaoka Korea (Co., Ltd.) is the first
company in Korea to localize and mass-produce GVT. It strives to contribute
to the development of the domestic electricity industry by supplying high-

● If you see BJFEZ, you can see the world!
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quality electricity and strengthening the overseas export
competitiveness of domestic heavy electricity manufacturers.
Tokodakaoka (Co., Ltd.) of Japan operates on a fixed
2,500-member process, while Tokodakaoka Korea (Co.,
Ltd.) of Korea has 30 people. The advantage of this is active
performance and relatively fast work speed due to low
business restrictions. Therefore, the goal is to ensure that the
curriculum is well-prepared to improve employees' work skills,
develop their pride through continuous education, and create
an environment where employees can work long-term.
CEO Han Ho-seok said, moving into BJFEZ was ‘a direct
result from five years ago, when BJFEZ came to Japan
to hold an investment briefing,’ adding, ‘The geographical
advantage of being close to major trading lines, the ease of
securing outsourced trading lines, and the possibility of hiring
excellent technical personnel were the key factors in selecting
the location. Due to our products' nature, it takes a lot of time
to introduce facilities, develop new products and tests for
authorized institutions of various models, and approve the
process of multiple customers, so we have been responding
with mass production since 2020. We plan to strengthen our
production capabilities by introducing additional production
facilities next year.’
Regarding the difficulties as a joint venture, Kunitsu Koji, CEO
of the company, said, ‘There are currently three Japanese
employees, but there are no communication problems. Covid
19 has made business trip exchanges and technical training
with Japanese companies impossible, so we are solving them
through video consultations and technical guidance between
sites via the Internet.’ Regarding the settlement environment,
Kunitsu Koji stated, ‘since the position of the driver's seat is
opposite to that of Japan, I use public transportation instead of
driving. I wish there were more foreign-language signs on bus
routes and milestones.’

▲On-site attachment of GIS

▲GIS or GVT assembly

Regarding Tokodakaoka Korea(Co., Ltd.)'s future growth
engine and plans, CEO Kunitsu Koji said, ‘With the global
economic downturn, market expansion to Southeast Asia,
India, Africa, and North and South America, as well as the
Middle East, which has been the main market so far, is
required.’ To secure product competitiveness in these new
markets, we plan to push ahead with lightening of products and
reducing costs through continuous technology development
and design improvement. Moreover, in response to the recent
demand for eco-friendly power devices in the domestic power
market to cope with global warming, we developed various
new dry air and eco-friendly alternative gas insulation products
for the first time in Korea two years ago. As the first player to
produce GVT in Korea, we want to further developments.’

▲Cleanroom in the winding room

▲GVT Electrical Testing Facility
BJFEZ
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Success
Story Ⅱ
Leader of world hydraulic technology
Innovation in logistics systems through LMS
Custom automation solution
WE MOVE. YOU WIN.

Kim Shin

Representative name: Kim Shin
Industry: Hydraulic equipment and factory
automation system
Date of establishment: January 5, 2000
Address: 29 Mieumsandan 1-ro, Gangseo-gu,
Busan

Bosch Rexroth Korea (Co., Ltd.), a
company that prioritizes customer
value, was established in 1991 as a
joint venture called Rexroth-Seki, which
was then renamed Bosch Rexroth
Korea in 2001 after Bosch of Germany
and Rexroth merged. Hydraulic power
units, manifold blocks, and LT modules, which are customized automation solutions, are
produced at the Busan headquarters. The sales department of heavy equipment hydraulic
and factory automation projects is located at Yongin office along with the relevant technical
education facilities.
Bosch Rexroth provides industrial products and solutions related to driving and control,
while domestic business consists of industrial and heavy equipment hydraulic, electric drive
and control technology, linear motion and assembly technology, related services (hydraulic
and automation engineering services), and technical training. It also offers a wide range of
products and services through more than 50 sales partners nationwide.
As a leader in the human-centered Fourth Industrial Revolution, Bosch Rexroth Korea (Co.,
Ltd.) is striving to improve customers' technology and reduce costs by introducing more
innovative products using the Internet of Things (IoT) interface and software to implement
concepts such as Factory of the Future, Connected Hydraulics, and Transforming Mobile
Machine. Concerning automation solutions, Bosch Rexroth Korea is applying systems for
logistics innovation(LMS) to the market. In the process of replacing the conveyor, it has not
only changed the entire system to LMS, but applied LMS only to the necessary parts, to
realize the composite logistics of general conveyors and LMS. CEO Kim Shin expressed
pride in LMS, saying, ‘At current times when the top and sub-technologies of conveyors
are changing, LMS can bring big consequences with small investments regarding its
productivity. Thus, customers who have once used LMS are reintroducing them.’
Bosch Rexroth is both a user and a provider of Industry 4.0. More than 110 of Boschrex's
250 plants worldwide are applied with the concept of Industry 4.0 and the number is
gradually increasing. In other words, it is not just a simple concept, but it is actually
being used by Bosch and being realized. Currently, Bosch Rexroth is looking
for ways to upgrade IoT gateways, smart sensors, and production
performance managers (PPM) on existing equipment and facilities to
use them in complex ways. Through this, it pushes forward a project

● BJFEZ has an Industrial Base with Global Competitiveness.

to monitor plant facilities' status under the concept of 'factory
in my hands' together with SKT, the president of company
5G-SFA. The Easy Viewer collects operational status data
of the plant’s critical facility assets through Bosch Rexroth's
sensors and utilizes SK Planet's RB Insight IoT platform to
view the real-time status of the facility through mobile and web.
Bosch Rexroth Korea (Co., Ltd.) corporate motto is not
merely purchasing the hydraulic and electronic components
from Germany and selling them to various industries such as
industrial machinery, mobile applications, and automation.
Instead, it wishes to provide a total system solution where it
reassembles and produces at customers' request. Besides,
efforts are being made to meet customer requirements as
much as possible by communicating with customers through
sales partners. Also, with the batch process covering from
facility sales to follow-up management, it provides online
diagnostic services and monitoring systems to minimize
customers' technical downtime and improve their productivity.
These projects are realized through sensors, tools, equipment,
and programs developed by Bosch Rexroth Korea (Co., Ltd.)
for Industry 4.0 and IoT.
The technical training center covers the basic theory of various
smart sensors applicable to factory automation(smart factory)
and the electronic automation of FTS(Flexible Transport
System) and IndraDrive control systems. Also, it has a
hydraulics technical training center that is essential to the
large industrial equipment and heavy equipment construction
industry. All areas of technical education are hands-on technical
education based on new technology theories. Customized
training on the facilities that are used in practice is also
beneficial in actual work. CEO Kim Shin said, ‘Our technical
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education center is doing its best to improve the education
contents every year to meet the on-site practical needs and
develop more diverse educational contents.’
Bosch Rexroth Korea (Co., Ltd.) respects employees' worklife balance by introducing and expanding various flexible
work systems. It also supports overseas dispatch, in-house
education, certificate encouragement incentives, welfare
cards, etc., to develop employees' capabilities and promote
a horizontal and free organizational culture based on
understanding and respect.
Bosch Rexroth Korea (Co., Ltd.) conducted a relocation review
in order to create a better working environment along with the
expansion of its business. During this process, it moved into
the foreign investment zone of Mieum Industrial Complex with
the consideration and support for BJFEZ's foreign-invested
companies. According to Bosch Rexroth Korea, the advantages
are as follows: being able to apprehend administrative matters
in advance by communicating with BJFEZ, the meetings that
are held to take care of the difficulties of tenant companies,
the efficiency of logistics due to the proximity of ports and the
pleasant settlement environment of employees.
Bosch Rexroth Korea (Co., Ltd.) celebrates its 30th anniversary
in 2021. CEO Kim Shin commented, ‘The fact that Bosch
Rexroth, a leader of the world's hydraulic technology, settles
in Korea and provides advanced solutions to customers,
is the most important foundation for business. With the
help of BJFEZ, it is the biggest event in the last 30 years to
continue our business in the current pleasant environment. All
executives and employees work with pride in contributing to the
development of domestic technology.’ He added, ‘Most of all,
all employees are armed with future-oriented business minds.
The business environment changes every hour, and if one
does not adapt to it, he can go right out of the way. For such
an environment, Bosch Rexroth Korea (Co., Ltd.) has a wellprepared business portfolio and a product portfolio. Thus we
will reach further into the market with plans that are suitable to
the eco-friendly New Green Deal policy, such as digitalization
or a new renewable energy business group.
BJFEZ
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Success
Story Ⅲ

Chamco (Co., Ltd.)
Yield! (Economic), Hygiene! (HACCP), Safety! (PL)
A leader in the food processing machinery industry
High-frequency defrosters reaching the world.
Never-ending spirit of challenge and continuous R&D
Minister of Oceans and Fisheries Award! Minister of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs
Award!
Chamco (Co., Ltd.), which won two of the government's ministerial awards for the first
time in Korea, is a food processing machinery company that aims to be the best in the
world with its superior technology and field-oriented research. Without a doubt, the No. 1
company in the industry is currently occupying 90% of the market for food and materials
manufacturing machinery, including domestic conglomerates and Suhyup.
Jung Seok-bong

Name of representative: Jung Seok-bong
Industry: Manufacturing of food and beverage
processing machinery
Date of establishment: December 1995
Address: Senggoksandan-ro 39th gil 6,
Gangseo-gu, Busan

After 5 years of development process and commercialization, Chamco (Co., Ltd.)
developed high-frequency defrosters. Until now, high-frequency defrosters were stateof-the-art defrosting equipment developed only in Japan and Italy. The high-frequency
defroster developed by Chamco (Co., Ltd.), with its self-technical skills, is characterized by
thawing at a uniform temperature from the surface to the center, minimizing the occurrence
of droplets and preserving the unique taste and flavor of marine products. It is evaluated
as a groundbreaking product that reduces thawing time from 3~12 hours down to 10~30
minutes. High-frequency defroster is creating innovations not only in the fisheries industry
but also in the food industry that needs thawing as a whole. Above all, the use of highfrequency defroster not only improves the problems of existing thawing methods at once,
but also solves secondary pollution problems such as long thawing time and large amount
of wastewater generation, which is a great help to the fisheries industry.
CEO Jung Seok-bong said, ‘We are pushing for the globalization of technology by
developing small high frequency devices for the first time in history that contains the
strengths of high frequency defrosting technology.’ He added, ‘Small high frequency device
is currently receiving enthusiastic reviews from food companies such as large markets,

● If you see BJFEZ, you can see the world!
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hotels and restaurants that need rapid thawing. With a small
high-frequency defroster, it is possible to defrost in a short
period time with good quality. It can also reduce concerns over
inventory that has not been processed.’
Onion peelers, selected as the best field-oriented outputs,
are also popular among food companies, along with highfrequency defrosters. This product removes onion peels via
air without water, minimizes wastewater generation, and has
economic feasibility by peeling 60 to 70 onions per minute
regardless of the size. In particular, it is an excellent R&D
product selected by people of the agricultural field. Officials
from food companies who use onion peelers on field say that
the product adds economic feasibility, hygiene, and safety
functions to onion processing. Onion peelers are currently
exported globally, including United States, Ukraine, the Czech
Republic, and India.
Chamco (Co., Ltd.)'s automatic fillet machine is a product
that automatically separates the squid into heads, legs, and
torso as soon as it is placed on the device. Chamco (Co., Ltd.)
has an international patent for it and exclusively produces
and supplies the product. Japan's NHK and other leading
broadcasters designated their broadcasting time for more
than 10 minutes, surprised by the technology. CEO Jung said,
‘Japan has great pride in the field of fisheries machinery, so I
heard that it is unprecedented to organize the program time as
such.’ Based on these achievements, Miura Fisheries, Japan's
largest seafood processing company, also has products from
Chamco (Co., Ltd.).
Jung Seok-bong, the engineer-turned-CEO, holds the title of
the youngest chief engineer (25 years old), and invests a lot of
energy in technology development. CEO Jung Seok-bong said,
‘Being a chief engineer of a ship requires an understanding of
all the machines used in ships, such as refrigerator hydraulic
equipment and engines. I have long been interested in
studying machines, and my assets then are the basis for R&D
now.’ Interest in technology development is also evident in the
company’s investments. More than 10% of sales are invested
in technology development, and the company holds more than
60 patents.
Chamco (Co., Ltd.), which has an unrivaled position in the field
of food processing machinery, has been conducting ongoing
research and development since its foundation in 1995. Unlike
other food processing machinery companies trying to diversify
their business, Chamco focuses on product development. This

▲Automatic squid fillet machine

▲Onion peeler

is due to CEO Jung Seok-bong's commitment to becoming
the world's best food processing machinery by targeting niche
markets. CEO Jung Seok-bong said, ‘Chamco (Co., Ltd.)
is developing a bigger dream than remaining in the current
position. The dream is to become a small, but a large company
where employees become owners.’
‘Marquis Who's Who,’ one of the world's top three biographical
dictionaries, has listed CEO Jung Seok-bong in the 20182019 edition. This listing indicates the recognition of research
achievements and abilities as an international marine
processing machinery researcher. CEO Jung Seok-bong, who
had only imported and sold Japanese products in the early
days of the business, has now recognized his technical skills
worldwide. CEO Jung Seok-bong and his employees are now
dreaming of becoming a world-class small Giant technology
company through the management philosophy of challenging
spirit and impressing customers. They plan to play a role in
achieving localization of food processing machinery technology
in the midst of the Korea-Japan economic war.
It is the desire and determination of Chamco (Co., Ltd.)
employees to become the world's leading company in the
field of food processing machinery, which had long been
monopolized by Japan. CEO Jung Seok-bong used to
work in the worksites. His driving powers and sincerity
built trust, which became the motivational force behind
Chamco (Co., Ltd.)’s growth into a professional
food processing machinery company. CEO
Jung Seok-bong said, ‘I am not satisfied
here, and I'm fixing my shoelaces again.
Above all, we plan to do our best until
Chamco (Co., Ltd.) conquers the
global food processing
machinery sector
as a community
company.’
▲ High-frequency defroster
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Reader's Contribution

Necessity and ripple effect of Gadeok New Airport

<Gimhae New Airport's economic feasibility is ﬁctional>
In November 2020, members of the National Assembly in Busan and the Democratic party
members submitted a special bill on Gadeok Island New Airport. Still, some conservative
media and professional figures of the Seoul metropolitan area opposed it and even spread fake
information such as KRW 20 trillion required for construction costs of Gadeok New Airport.

Park Young-gang
Co-representative of the New
Airport Professors' Association,
Honorary Professor of Dong-eui
University

AAfter the 2018 local elections, Gadeok New Airport was promoted in Busan, Ulsan, and
Gyeongsang because Gimhae New Airport was judged to be very insufficient as a gateway airport
in the southeastern region. The leader of the Busan, Ulsan, and Gyeongsang organization formed
a working-level verification team and reviewed various plans related to Gimhae New Airport for 10
months from October 2018, through which many problems were revealed. The biggest problem
is that it is low in safety and is not expandable at all. As it is surrounded by mountainous areas on
three sides, even if some illegally maintained mountain peaks on the entry surface are cut down,
the flight procedures remain incomplete. Also, the airport is expected to reach saturation within

Economic Effects of Gadeok New Airport Construction

Production inducement
Value-added inducement
effect of KRW 88.942 trillion effect of KRW 37.231 trillion

Employment
inducement effect of
536,453 people

Airport construction, airport operation, air transportation, passenger travel, establishment of an access
(connection) transportation network, development of a city behind the scenes, etc.

● BJFEZ is a place where nature, culture, and history are alive.

approximately 10 years after opening, but further expansion of
the runway is impossible. The noise expansion problem is also
serious. 23,000 households, not regarding the future planned
population, of Busan and Gimhae included in the noise range,
which makes it impossible to operate late at night as it is
now. In addition, it is a big problem that the area of Gimhae
City needs to pay substantial social expenses due to the
height restrictions, along with the restrictions concerning short
runways and cargo handling functions.
The reason ADPi decided to expand one runway to Gimhae
New Airport through a preliminary feasibility study and build
Gimhae International Airport was because of its high economic
value. However, a follow-up preliminary feasibility study
conducted by the Ministry of Economy and Finance stated
that 66,000m³ of mountain peaks in Gimhae, to which the new
runway is headed, need to be cut off and that it will cost about
KRW 2.1 trillion. In the announcement of the Prime Minister's
Office's verification committee in November 2020, it was also
pointed out that the construction of the West Side Parallel
taxiway is necessary for Gimhae New Airport to function
normally, and that the presence of obstacles on the obstacle
limitation surface (OLS) of the runway entry surface is illegal. In
the basic plan of Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport,
the cost of cutting obstacles could be reduced as the runway
direction toward Gimhae was moved by 4.3 degrees, but
additional costs of about KRW 2 trillion would be inevitable
if the taxiway were included. ADPi originally expected the
cost to be KRW 4.2 trillion to build a new airport in Gimhae,
which increased to approximately KRW 7 trillion after going
through basic plans and a preliminary feasibility study. If an
additional cost of KRW 2 trillion is added, the initially-discussed
economical benefits will lose its meaning.

<Advantages and Expected Effects of Gadeok
New Airport>
TThe reason why Busan, Ulsan, and Gyeongsang reviewed
Gadeok New Airport is simple. This is because it can be an
alternative to solve all the problems of Gimhae New Airport.
The alternative proposed by Busan, Ulsan, and Gyeongsang in
2020 is to use Gimhae International Airport for a domestic flight
and build an international airport with one runway on Gadeok
Island, of which the cost is estimated to be KRW 7.5 trillion.
The new alternative prepared for 100-year-cycle typhoons
and tsunamis by maintaining its elevation at 40 meters. Also,
by increasing the land area to 57%, construction costs were
reduced, becoming similar to the amount calculated by ADPi in
2016. Miryang is not considered an alternative because Busan
citizens have rejected it for 10 years. The necessity for review
has also reduced since Daegu and Gyeongbuk are currently
pushing forward a new integrated airport. Moreover, operation
at night is also impossible in Miryang due to noise, and even
the construction costs are not lower than Gadeok Island. As
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the Prime Minister's Office's verification committee revealed
in November 2020, ADPi had illegally left a large number of
obstacles in Gimhae and Miryang to reduce construction costs.
This is clear from the 2011 evaluation results, which followed
the domestic laws. At that time, the construction cost per
runway was KRW 7.8 trillion for Gadeok Island and KRW 7.6
trillion for Miryang.
Expectations of Busan, Seoul, and Gyeongsang for Gadeok
New Airport are a leap in the southeastern economy through
a logistics revolution. According to the Busan Metropolitan
Government, the economic ripple effect from Gadeok New
Airport's construction is estimated to be KRW 88.94 trillion in
production inducement, KRW 37.23 trillion in the value-added
inducement, and employment inducement effect of 536,453
people. This will increase competitiveness in the fields of
jobs, tourism and manufacturing, as well as contributing to
boosting consumption activities within the region. Suppose
the extensive infrastructure, a new airport in the southeastern
region, is combined with the Mega City in the southeastern
region with a population of 8.4 million. In that case, balanced
national development will be further promoted, and the
southeastern region will also be activated. It is essential to
expand the surrounding transportation network and develop a
link between the behind-the-scenes logistics complex and the
industrial complex.
The area around the new port of Busan Port at Gadeok
Island's entrance has already been incorporated into BJFEZ,
creating international business complexes in addition to
logistics and industrial complexes. Therefore, the area will
become more useful as the new airport is constructed.
Nevertheless, considering the new airport's ripple effect, it is
inevitable to expand the complex behind the scenes, making
it necessary to include the entire Gadeok Island in BJFEZ and
systematically establish a landfill plan from a mid- to long-term
perspective. Therefore, Gadeok New Airport's construction
will primarily expand and increase the utilization of BJFEZ
and will provide an opportunity for BJFEZ to serve as a driving
force for the development of the southeastern region. If the
Jinhae New Port is built in the future following the Busan New
Port, and when the construction of roads and railway networks
is completed, the Tri-port, which links ports, airports, and
railways, will fully demonstrate its effect.
When these triports are completed, the ripple effects will spread
beyond BJFEZ to the entire industrial sector of Busan, Ulsan,
and Gyeongsang. First of all, tourism, MICE, and logistics
industries are expected to be revitalized, allowing the southern
coastal tourism belt, pursued by BJFEZ and Gyeongnam,
to exert its real value. Second, the high-tech material parts
industry based on aviation logistics will be activated, while
domestic and foreign high-tech conglomerates will continue to
invest. Therefore, the economic effect will spread to all areas
and industries of Busan, Ulsan, and Gyeongsang.
BJFEZ
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Effects and Prospects of the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP) Agreement

≫ Deﬁnition of RCEP
RCEP is a multilateral free trade agreement (FTA) between 15 countries, making agreements for regional trade
liberalization. The countries included are Korea, China, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand, along with 10 countries
from the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN). It is also called ‘Arcep.’ Considering the economic
conditions of regional countries, RCEP negotiated with a step-by-step attitude and pursues gradual opening.

≫ Signiﬁcance of RCEP
RCEP's economic feasibility study suggests a real GDP increase up to 1.76% and an increase in welfare of USD
14.56 billion in the decade following RCEP's contract. In terms of population size, RCEP has the world's largest
(3.4 billion people) population. The formation of an economic integration comparable to the TPP and the EU will
pave the way for our market expansion and stable economic growth. While minimizing the negative effects of
bilateral FTA agreements, it is expected that the regional trade barriers can be effectively eliminated to enhance the
utilization of economic integration and contribute to the promotion of East Asian communities by advancing in East
Asia’s economic integration discussions.

≫ Key contents and implications
At the RCEP Summit on 15 November 2020, 10 ASEAN countries, South Korea, China, Japan, Australia and New

● If you see BJFEZ, you can see the world!
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and countries that adopt the enumeration principle as the
method for open service trade are required to begin the



transition process to a comprehensive principle within three
※ 

years of entry into force (Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar within

  

12 years). Concerning the country of origin regulation, an
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autonomous certification system is required from institutions
and exporters or producers when certifying the country of
origin. The accumulation of materials will be recognized even
if materials are procured and processed from all regions of
the RCEP countries. E-commerce included paperless trade,
e-certification, and trade diversification provisions using
electronic signatures and cross-border e-commerce promotion
provisions (the location of computer facilities, Data crossborder transfer terms). Besides, to improve transparency
in government procurement, the Annexes were required to
publish information on government procurement in each
country.
The most significant RCEP settlement is that the world's
largest mega-FTA was signed amid the spread of neoprotectionism, and RCEP is expected to contribute to
expanding trade and investment among member states in the
future. RCEP will help expand new markets and strengthen
economic cooperation in ASEAN regions. Korea-Japan
and Japan-China have newly opened their markets to each

Zealand signed the RCEP Agreement. The RCEP negotiations
began in 2011 when ASEAN proposed a trade agreement
between the ASEAN+6 system, including India, which was
concluded in a 15-nation agreement after India declared its
absence in 2019. For RCEP to take effect, at least six of the
ASEAN signatories and at least three non-ASEAN signatories

other, which will pave the way for Korea-China-Japan FTA's
progress. Korea should strengthen the regional value chain
in Asia through RCEP membership while actively preparing
for the spread of protectionism by considering participation
in other mega FTAs that can be formed in the future or
supplement RCEP.

Source : The Blue House, Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, Instituteof Foreign Policy and Economy
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BJFEZ Interview
- Implementation of customized policies to create a business-friendly environment
- Systematic management of industrial complexes
- Diversification of communication channels with tenant companies
- Management of foreign-invested areas and support for foreign-invested enterprises
Corporate Policy Division! A team of people armed with field
experience, work knowledge, and a sense of service to customers!
Hello BJFEZ met with Director Ko Soo-nam, the head of Corporate
Policy Division, who is doing his best to help companies in Free
Economic Zones achieve the best results in a good environment.
Here are his 2020 achievements and 2021 work promotion plans.

Director Ko Soo-nam,
Corporate Policy Division

First, please introduce Corporate Policy Division of the Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority.
BJFEZ is organically working together to achieve its vision, 'Realization of world's best center of logistics and business.'
The Corporate Policy Division aims to provide the necessary services to help companies in BJFEZ achieve the best results
in the right environment. Primary tasks include supporting management activities through communication with tenant
companies, managing industrial complex occupancy contracts and factory registration, and improving customer satisfaction
by handling various complaints arising from corporate operations.

It has been more than a year since the reorganization of a regional-oriented organization into a work-oriented functional
organization. Tell us how Corporate Policy Division’s work skills have improved through the reorganization.
BJFEZ is a special organization in which Busan City and Gyeongsangnam-do is combined as a union. The current
function-oriented organization was designed to eliminate redundancy or inefficiency due to the regional organization's
existing system and focus its capabilities on efficient business practices. I believe the Corporate Policy Division was also
able to efficiently carry out its affairs by incorporating all the experiential know-how into each work regardless of regional
classifications.

What qualities do you think are necessary to successfully carry out the work of Corporate Policy Division?
The most crucial task of the Corporate Policy Division is to provide various services necessary to create a businessfriendly environment for companies in BJFEZ. To this end, first of all, we need a good understanding of the current status
of industrial complexes where companies reside, and we need to be familiar with various laws that regulate industrial
complexes, such as the Industrial Location Act and the Industrial Aggregation Act. Also, we need a service mind to smoothly
handle various complaints arising from corporate activities. For this, I believe field experience, work knowledge, and service
spirit toward customers are most important.

● BJFEZ has Abundant Highly Qualified Manpower.
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What have you felt while working at the Busan Jinhae
Free Economic Zone Authority?
I have been working at BJFEZ for about seven months.
Many things are still unfamiliar to me because I did not
have a lot of experience in economic-related departments
while working in the public sector. BJFEZ makes me
feel a new sensibility that is different from everyday work
life since it is far from the city center and surrounded by
factory areas. Industrial complexes, which all seemed
similar to me, are now somewhat distinguishable. Looking
at the companies these days, I think these factories are
one of the essential foundations for our country today,
and BJFEZ's role in helping these companies do well in
management activities is as important.

I understand that the Corporate Policy Division is making signiﬁcant efforts to provide useful information to companies in
Free Economic Zones. Please explain this brieﬂy.
BJFEZ strives to create a Free Economic Zone that is good for business by implementing customized policies that meet
corporate needs, such as resolving tenant companies' difficulties, strengthening information and communication between
companies, providing information on various corporate support policies, and improving the health of corporate workers. To
solve tenant companies' difficulties, we operate ‘Communication Team Visits’ and ‘Foreign Investment Company Support
Service Visits’ in the first and second half of each year. By providing field-oriented visiting services that aim to improve
factors that hinder the company's activities, we strive to listen to company sites' difficulties and suggestions concerning
transportation, roads, environment, finance, and employment. In addition, we operate an ‘Exciting information bulletin board
for tenant companies’ to continuously provide information on corporate support from government and local governments. By
doing so on time, we contribute to supporting corporates and strengthening their competitiveness. Also, by operating ‘Health
promotion center visits’ for industrial complex workers who are unable to access health services due to time and economic
circumstances, we are contributing to workers’ health improvement.

Please tell us about Corporate Policy Division achievement regarding the 2020 business promotion plan, along with the
2021 business promotion plan.
I started working in the Corporate Policy Division in July 2020. Around that time, I spent a lot of time mediating with
complaints related to the factory's location. Also, due to Covid 19, which is still waving the world, overall social activities have
been daunted. Thus, business support activities, which are the original tasks of the Corporate Policy Division, have been
hampered as well. However, in the meantime, I am glad that the goals planned at the beginning of the year were achieved
without any major disruptions. This resulted from each member of the team faithfully carrying out their duties, led by the
commissioner. In 2021, we will make more efforts to communicate with tenant companies and systematically manage the
industrial complexes, both of which we have more room for effort. Suppose regulations on industries allowed into industrial
complexes are greatly eased due to the special business district system that will take effect in March. In that case, major
changes are also expected in the management of existing industrial complexes. Regarding the change, we will do our best
to make a soft landing through preemptive preparations. In addition, by diversifying communication channels with tenant
companies that have relied on e-mail or fax to SNS, we will continue to make efforts to provide timely information and resolve
tenant companies' management difficulties. Moreover, we will make every effort to manage foreign investment areas and
support foreign investment companies in the jurisdiction to support the foreign investment business, one of BJFEZ's critical
tasks.
BJFEZ
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Special BJFEZ

BJFEZ 2020 Excellent Workplace for
Environmental Management
Since 2017, BJFEZ has nominated excellent environmental management sites among
environmental pollutant emission sites, through document screening and on-site inspection
Sunjin Environment (Co., Ltd.) (waste disposal business) and Taehyung Metal Industry (Co.,
Ltd.) (tin casting business) were selected as excellent environmental management sites of
2020 for their contribution to the reduction of environmental pollutants through eco-friendly
business management.

Sunjin Environment (Co., Ltd.) was highly evaluated for replacing and establishing emission facilities and
prevention facilities and improving aged facilities. The company was also well evaluated for its excellent air
pollution treatment facilities that emit only carbon dioxide and water vapor in the atmosphere.
Taehyung Metal Industry (Co., Ltd.) received excellent marks for its efforts to contain scattering dust, suppress
noise through the installation of soundproof facilities, and for participating in voluntary agreements to reduce fine
dust in Gyeongsangnam-do.

Judging criteria

Creativity

Comprehensiveness

Environment friendly

Other environment friendly
management

Future measures to reduce
sources of environmental pollution

Ripple effect

Efﬁciency

Proper operation of pollution source
emission facilities and prevention
facilities

Facility improvement examples

Major process management
of pollutant discharge facilities
and prevention facilities

● If you see BJFEZ, you can see the world!
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New Face
This page introduces the new faces that will lead the future of the Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority.

They have started their daily lives as new employees in earnest, and here are their thoughts and aspirations on joining the company.

General Affairs Division
Action Officer Park Eun-ji

Investment Promotion Division 2
Action Officer Park Sung-hee

Hello, I'm in charge of contract and accounting in General Affairs Division.
General Affairs Division is a division that supports various administrative resources,
including human and material resources necessary for BJFEZ's development projects and
attracting investment companies.
Among them, my work is transparent accounting, and being in charge of quick and fair
contracts for various construction, services, and goods. I will try hard to improve BJFEZ's
external credibility and proceed business without a hitch.

Among Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone, Investment Promotion Division 2 is dedicated
to attracting investment in Gyeongsangnam-do.
It supports attracting domestic and international investment and helps with understanding
tax incentives and foreign-invested companies' status. Seeing the two regions cooperate
and make various achievements, I could feel that ‘Mega City of the Southeast’ was not
far away. When everyone was busy due to the personnel appointment, I quickly adapted
thanks to the friendly people who worked with me and my predecessor who taught me
well in detail. In 2021, we will try our best to attract many good companies, which will help
BJFEZ get an "S" rating for performance evaluation again.

In Development Division 1, I am in charge of development projects such as development
plans for Myeong-dong, Mieum, and Sinho District, along with development permits. I am
also in charge of construction of the northbound driveway of the Free Economic Zone. I had
vaguely thought that BJFEZ only does licensing work related to industrial complexes. Still,
after I was assigned, I found out that it does a lot of work, such as attracting foreign investment
companies. I will do my best in my work and actively carry out administrative work, and I will
also work with an optimistic mind through cooperation among departments. Lastly, I will take
responsibility for BJFEZ and help it grow in a right way, with the thought ‘me first.’

Development Division 1
Action Officer Oh Dong-kyu

I work in Land Information Division. I am in charge of major work reports in the department
and cadastral register work related to land in Gyeongsangnam-do. You may be unfamiliar
with a cadastral register. It is similar to the family register concept that records a person's
identity, but the cadastral register is a register for the land we are stepping on. I am in
charge of dividing, merging, and reclassifying the land. I am mainly responsible for new
land registration in the new port area and cadastral register confirmation survey inspection
according to development in our area. As the name suggests, Land Information Division is
in charge of land and environmental affairs, so many civil petitioners visit. I always work with
a diligent mindset and talk openly to anyone, including the civil petitioners.
Land Information Division
Action Officer Kim Mi-ra
BJFEZ
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Accommodation

BJFEZ
Accommodation

Shilla Stay Seobusan
(scheduled for April 2021)

Best Louis Hamilton Hotel
West Busan

Business Hotel
38 Myeongji International 7-ro,
Gangseo-gu, Busan

Business Boutique Hotel
Beombang 3-ro, 29th street, 6,
Gangseo-gu, Busan
Reservation inquiry: +82-51-660-6900

Grand Mercure Ambassador

Jinhae Brown Dot Hotel

Centum Premier Hotel

Business Hotel
332 Wonidae-ro, Uichang-gu,
Changwon, Gyeongsangnam-do
Reservation Inquiry: +82-55-600-0700

Business Hotel
60-7 Yongwondong-ro 221st street, Jinhaegu, Changwon-si, Gyeongsangnam-do
Reservation inquiry: +82-55-552-8092

Business Hotel
17 Centum 1-ro, Haeundae-gu, Busan
Metropolitan City
Reservation inquiry: +82-51-755-9000



 

Ciel Ocean Hotel
Business Hotel
Myeongji International 6-ro 34th Street
22, Gangseo-gu, Busan
Reservation inquiry: +82-51-271-8686

 




   

 







 
















  


  




 



  


     



 



  





  

       
 








●BJFEZ provides various deregulation and special administrative services.
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Q u i z for Readers

BJFEZ

Part 1. Please guess the answer to the quiz.
Please send the correct answer to elod97@naver.com with your opinion.
We will send cultural gift vouchers worth KRW 10,000 to 5 people who got the right answer through a
lottery. Please write your name, address, and contact information when you send it. The above
information is only used to send gifts.
1. Which Free Economic Zone Authority received the highest grade(S) in the Free Economic Zone performance
evaluation by the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy?

BJFEZ Reader's section

2. What creates an economic environment in which the interaction of innovative entities, such as companies and
institutions that play a key role in improving various systems and policies, is facilitated?
3. Which airport is expected to provide an opportunity for the Free Economic Zone Authority to serve as a driving
force for developing the southeastern region?
4. Which company implements custom automation solutions as the leader in global hydraulic technology?
5. A port built in Gangseo-gu, Busan and and Jinhae-gu, Changwon, where is the place that has a large-scale
logistics complex and a smooth inland transportation system?
6. Who is the leader in the food processing machinery industry with 90% share of the domestic food and materials
processing machinery market?
7. What is the campaign made by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in March 2020 to support Covid overcoming and
its early culmination?
8. Which company produces and supplies GVT, an essential component for power supply, for the first time in
Korea?

[ People with correct answers to the First half Reader’s Quiz ]
Park◯sook, Chu◯myeong, Lee◯hyun, Jo◯taek, Hwang◯ok, Lee◯jun, Gu◯yeong

Part 2. Share your BJFEZ Hot Spot.
Share a place within BJFEZ(BJFEZ hotspot) that you would like to introduce to the readers.

How to apply

How to apply / Please send a photo of your favorite restaurant, park,
walkway, place with a nice view, or your own healing place via
email (elod97@naver.com) with your story.
Among those who shared their Hot Spots, we will send cultural gift
vouchers worth KRW 10,000 to 5 people through a lottery.

Please write your name, address, and contact information when you send it.

[ First Half Hotspot ]

※The above information is only used to send gifts.

Hong◯jin (Jisacheon Walkway)
The hotspot I would like to introduce is the Jisacheon Walkway, which runs from the Mieum
District General Industrial Complex where my workplace(LG CNS Busan Global Cloud Data
Center) is located, to the branch science complex. Both the walking trail and the bike bath
are very well organized. I commute to work along the Jisacheon Walkway, and I'm delighted
because I can walk for 40 minutes one-way with normal speed, which makes 10000
footsteps daily. I can take good care of my health this way.
Lee◯jun (The Sharp First World)
Let me introduce my house with the best settlement environment in Myeongji.
The Sharp First World! This apartment, which was built beautifully by the Busan Jinhae
Free Economic Zone Authority, has a great residential environment in the apartment to
meet the purpose of attracting foreign investment, so I want to brag about it.
Come live in the fantastic district that matches the title of the international new city.
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